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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let a(t, X, A) and b(t, X, A) be continuous real-valued functions of the real 
variables t, X, and A, at least for t in some interval (ar, j), all x and A. Here 
- 00 < a < j3 < co. Further, let Ux = 0 represent a set of linear homo- 
geneous boundary conditions in x(01), 9((u), x(B), and n@). Then we will 
consider the existence of a function x(t) satisfying Ux = 0 and, for some A, 
f + a(t, x, A) x = 0, a<t<T 
f  + b(t, x, A) x = 0, T<t<B 
x(T + 0) = x(T - 0) 
k(T + 0) = pr(T - 0) 
(l.la) 
(l.lb) 
(1.2) 
where p is a given positive constant and where T E (a, p) may or may not be 
specified ahead of time. 
We will consider various special cases of the above problem. In Sections 2 
and 3, T will be a parameter, and only linear differential equations will be 
considered, while in discussing nonlinear equations in Sections 4 and 5, T 
will be assumed given ahead of time. In some cases, the parameter X will not 
be needed. Restrictions on the behavior of the coefficients at a! and /3 and on 
the types of nonlinearities allowed (in Sections 4 and 5) will also be required. 
2. LINEAR FREE BOUNDARY PROBLEMS 
I f  T is a parameter, we have what is known as a free boundary problem. 
The following results are quite simple, but give us some useful procedures for 
the sequel. 
* The results presented in this paper are taken from the author’s Doctoral Thesis, 
prepared under the supervision of Professor N. Levinson, and submitted to the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in January, 1964. 
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PROBLEM ONE. Let a(t, x, A) = A(t) and b(t, x, A) =-B(t), where A(t) 
and B(t) me positive and continuous fw 0 < t < co. For given 7 E [0,7r/2], let 
Ux = 0 represent the boundary conditions 
(cos 7) x(0) - (sin 7) $0) = 0 (24 
!+I x(t) = 0. (2.2) 
Find T > 0 and a function x(t) continuous on [0, co), which satisfies Ux = 0, 
(IA), and (1.2), with 01 = 0, fi = co. 
For Problem One to have a solution, it is necessary that (1 .lb) have a 
nontrivial solution which vanishes at infinity. The following lemma concern- 
ing when such a solution exists will be used in later sections as well as here. 
LEMMA 1. Let B(t) be positive and continuous for 0 < t < 00. Then 
R-B(t)x=O (2.3) 
has a nontrivikl solution which vanishes at injkity if and only if 
I 
m  
s B(s) ds = 00. (2.4) 
Furthermore, (2.4) insures that 1~) solution to (2.3) has a $nite limit other 
than zero. 
Proof. Necessity is known [2, p. 1031. Therefore assume (2.4) holds and 
denote by [(t, p) the solution to (2.3) which satisfies t;(O, p) = 1, [(O, p) =p. 
Then the sets 
s+ = {P I v,m qt, P) = 6 and s-=CPI~$@,P)=-co1 
are open and nonempty. Therefore there must exist a boundary point p0 
of S+ for which ua = lim,, ((t, pa) exists. Clearly ~a 2 0. Suppose ua > 0. 
First consider the case 
I 
co 
B(s) ds = a~. 
By the variation of constants formula 
t-(t) = 5(t, po) = 5(T) + t(T) (t - T) + ,; (t - 4 B(s) 5(s) ds 
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for any T > 0. Therefore 
5(t) - = f (LJ T) - T[( T)) + i(T) + I*; +) B(s) c(s) ds 
t 
> + (i(T) - T@)) + i(T) + 1; + B(s) 5(s) ds 
for t > 2T. 
Choosing T so that 2+,/Z < t(t) < 2u, for t > T gives 
+ > f (i(T) - T[( T)) + t(T) + ,:!” 2 B(s) ds 
which contradicts j” B(s) G!S = CQ. 
If j” B(s) ds < co but s” sB(s) ds = cc, then t(t) can be written 
t(t) = h, + h,t - j’ s B(s) C(s) ds - t j; B(s) 5(s) ds W/ 
0 
for some k, and k, . Therefore 
, h , < w / I b I 
2 ’ t ~ + f /: s B(s) L-(s) ds + ,; B(s) 5(s) a!~ t 
for t > 1. Letting t approach infinity, it follows that k, = 0. Then (2.5) 
implies that us = 0. Restricting consideration to the function {(t, p) involved 
no loss of generality, so the lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 1. Under the conditions of Problem One, let (b(t) be a nontrierial 
solution to (I.la) satisfying (2.1) and having at least one zero in (0, 00). Then 
(2.4) is necessary and suficient for there to exist a T and a solution t(t) to 
(l.Ib) such that the function x(t) defined by 
44 = 4(t), O<t<T 
x(t) = 5(t), T<t<co 
solves Problem One. 
Proof. The necessity of condition (2.4) is shown by Lemma 1. Therefore, 
assume (2.4) holds and let d(t) be a nonzero solution to (1 .lb) which vanishes 
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at infinity. Problem One will be solved if, for some T > 0 and some constant k, 
WI = WT) 
,dG”) = %(T). 
From these it follows that W(T) = 0, where 
W) = %1(t) w - dxt) 4(t). 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
We may assume s,(t) > 0, [r(t) < 0, +(O) > 0 and 4(O) > 0. Therefore 
W(0) < 0, while IV(tl) > 0 at the first positive zero t, of $(t). Therefore 
W(T) = 0 for some positive T and the functions 4(t) and 
r;(t) = r;,(t) jg 
1 
give a solution to Problem One. 
This result can easily be extended to include a singular equation. We con- 
sider the equations 
B+f + A(t) x = 0 (2.8a) 
2 + $ - B(t) x = 0 (2.8b) 
where A(t) and B(t) are positive and continuous on (0, co). If, for some 
E > 0, P-CA(t) is bounded as t approaches zero, then (2.8a) has a nontrivial 
solution 4(t) bounded at the origin [I, p. 511. 
THEOREM 2. Let 4(t) be a solution to (2.8a) which is bounded at t = 0. 
If, for some T,, , and p > 0, B(t) > p/t2 for t > T,, , then there is a solution 
t(t) to (2.8b) such that limt,, t;(t) = 0, and 4(T) = c(T), p&T) = [(T) 
forsome T >O. 
Proof. Lemma 1 must be modified to cover this case. 
LEMMA 2. If j-” sB(s) ds = 00, then (2.8b) has a solution which goes to 
aero at infinity. 
Proof. Equation (2.8b) may be written 
-$ (t&) = tB(t) x. 
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Therefore, if x(t,,) $(t,,) > 0 for some t, > 0, then / tji: / > 1 t&t,) 1 so 
x(t) + h co. As in Lemma 1, some solution &(t) must have a finite limit c 
as t goes to infinity. Assuming &(t) positive and c > 0, we have 
&i(t) = Ml) + &(l) In t + St SW) ln f l’,(s) ds 1 
3 5,(l) + ln t (k(l) + $ ,yi SW ds) , 
leading to a contradiction of s” sB(s) ds = co and proving Lemma 2. 
The transformation y  = 2/k changes Eq. (2.8) to the form 
ji+(&+A(‘))y=O (2.9a) 
ji + (-$ - B(t)) y  = 0. (2.9b) 
Comparison of d+(t) with the solution z/ cos [(d/2) In t] to 
i + (x/P) = 0 shows that 4(t) h as an unbounded set of zeros. Since 
B(t) > p/t2 for t > To, s” sB(s) ds = 00. The proof of Theorem 2 then 
proceeds much as that for Theorem 1. 
3. A PROBLEM WITH NO SOLUTION 
Before proceeding to the nonlinear case, a problem on a finite interval 
will be considered. 
PROBLEM Two. Let Q(t) and q2(t) be continuous for 0 < t < 1. It is 
desired to find numbers h and r, 0 Q r < 1, and a nontrivial continuously 
dz&wntiable function x(t) satisfring 
2 + (A + q&)) x = 0, o<t<r (3.la) 
f  + (A + 42(t)) 3 = 0, r<t<l (3.lb) 
and the boundary conditions 
x(0) = X(1) = 0 
i(0) = R(1). (3.2) 
If  h(t) = a, qe(t) E 6, it is easy to show a solution exists. However, there 
are also cases where no solution exists, even if ql(t) - q2(t) # 0. 
THEOREM 3. For T E [0, 11, let 
!7&) = q&)3 O<t<r 
= !&a(t), 7<t<1. 
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If (A) qT(t) is monotone increasing for each T E [0, 11, with each q?(t) having 
an infinite number of points of increase, then Problem Two has no solution. If  
on the other hand, (B) q,,(t) is monotone nondecreasing and qI(t) is monotone 
nonincreasing, then Problem Two has a solution. 
Proof. Let x7,A(t) satisfy f + (h + q7(t)) x = 0, x(0) = 0. Also, let 
E,,,(t) = %.&)” + (A + 47(t)) X7.W. 
Then a necessary condition for h and x7(t) to solve Problem Two is that 
AE,,i = 0, where 
A-%,, = ET.n(l> - Er,~(o) = ,: x,AtY &,(t). 
This is impossible under condition (A), for nontrivial xr,A(t). 
If condition (B) holds, let h(7) b e such that x,,~(~,(t) satisfies x(0) = x(1) = 0 
and has one zero in (0, 1). Then AE,,,(,, is continuous in 7, and AE,,lc,, > 0, 
AE& < 0. The condition AE,,,(,, = 0 is sufficient for Problem Two to 
have a solution, and the theorem follows easily. 
Clearly, even with the restricted boundary conditions of Problem Two, a 
complete solution to the question of existence has yet to be obtained. 
4. NONLINEAR EQUATIONS-FIXED BOUNDARY 
If the point T of Problem One is specified ahead of time, then another 
parameter is needed. (See Section 5.) However if the first differential equation 
is nonlinear in the right way, this is not the case. 
PROBLEM THREE. Let T > 0 be given. Also suppose that a(t, CC) is positive 
for x # 0 and continuous for 0 < t < T, all x and that b(t, x) is positive for 
x # 0 and continuous for t > T, all x. Assume further that a(t, x) and b(t, x) 
satisfy local Lipschitz conditions throughout their domains of definition. Find 
nontriviaZ functions C(t) and E(t) solving 
f  + a(t, x) x = 0, O<t<T (4.la) 
f  - b(t, x) x = 0, T<t<co (4.lb) 
respectively and satisfying for a given p > 0, 7 E [0, rr) 
sin (7) 4(O) + cos (7) d(O) = 0 (4.2a) 
W) = E(T) d(T) = P&T) (4.2b) 
!,I t(t) = 0. (4.2~) 
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The existence theorem for Problem Three will use an oscillation method, 
similar to that in Theorem 1, which assumes that every solution to (4.la) can 
be continued to [0, T]. (That this is not the case for an arbitrary continuous 
a(t, X) which is positive for x # 0, or even for such a function of the form 
a(t) b(x), will be shown by an example in the appendix.) Therefore, we need a 
lemma: 
LEMMA 3. Let a(t, x) be as above. Further assume that for any t1 E (0, T), 
either (A) there is an inter& [tl - E, tJ on which u(t, x) is nondecreasing fw 
each fixed x or nonincreasing for each fixed x, or (B) there is un interval 
I = [tl - 6, tJ and a constant h such that for t, - E < w < 7 < t, , 
j a(w, x) - a(~, x) / < h J w - 7 1 rniln a(t, x) 
for any x. Then any solution of (4.1~) deJined at t = 0 can be extended to 
I?, Tl. 
Proof. It will be shown that if a solution $(t) is defined for 
O<t<t,<T, 
then 
I$ tdw + d(V) < 0. 
Suppose this is not the case. Then it is easy to show that there is an increasing 
sequence r0 of zeros of+(t) with limn,m j &rn) ] = 03. Let 1, = [T%, Tn+d. 
I f  M, = rnaxteIm ] q%(t) /, then lim,,, M, = co. Let Y, be the point in I,, 
at which ] d(t) ] = M, and let p, = 1 +(T,) 1. 
First assume (A) holds at t, . I f  a(t, X) is nonincreasing in I = [tl - E, t] 
for any fixed x, then 
s 
% 
= s U(T, , s) ds 
0 
= 
s 
‘“+I I c&t> d(t) +,a , W) I dt > 9 
rn 
for SUffiCieIItly large 8, SO 1 &Tn) 1 must remain bounded, a contradiction. On 
the other hand, if u(t, x) is nondecreasing in I any fixed x, then for large II, 
s 
WI 
S U(T, , S) dS $ $ < 1 
%I-1 
s a(% , s) d-% 
0 0 
so M,, must remain bounded as n goes to infinity. 
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If, instead, (B) holds at t, , then note that we may assume pi > t, - E and 
obtain 
[1 + k(Tn+l - %)I 
[l - ~(?L+I - %>I ’ 
It then follows from the convergence of cz=, (Tm+l - 7,) that x,“ipn con- 
verges, again a contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
Returning to Problem Three, we now state a set of sufficient conditions 
for it to have a solution: 
THEOREM 4. Suppose every solution at t = 0 to (4.Za) can be extended 
to [0, T]. Then the conditions 
,p& a(t, x) = co uniformly for t E P, Tl (4.3a) 
For each c # 0, there exists a v = v(c) > 0 such that if 
l@I <lx1 <ICI, 
then 
b(t, x) >, vb(t, c) for all t > T. (4.3b) 
s 
m 
tb(t, c) dt = co, all c#O (4.3c) 
T  
are su$Znt for Problem Two to have an infinite number of solutions. 
Proof. It is first noted that (4.3a) implies a superficially stronger condi- 
tion. 
LEMMA 4. If lim,+m u(t, x) = 03 uniformly for 0 Q t < T, then there 
exist two nonnegative even functionsgl(x) andg,(x), both monotone nondecreasing 
for x > 0, such that 
and 
lim gr(x) = liligs(x) = co 1x1-m 
gdx) 2 434 2 &%(x)9 all x, O<t<T. 
6 
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Proof. The functions 
gl(X) = min [ min a(t,Y)] 
z 2 lx I oy~~t~zT 
satisfy the desired conditions. 
If 0 < 7 < r/2, let xW(t) denote the solution to (4.la) with (4.2a) for which 
x(0) = w. If rrj2 < 77 < V, let xW(t) be the solution to (4.la) with (4.2a) for 
which x(0) = - (gs(w)) l/2 w. Then the following result is crucial: 
LEMMA 5. There exists an increasing sequence of positive numbers w0 , w1 , 
w2 F *.. such that the solution xZOO(t) has a zero-say its pth in [0, T]-at t = T, 
and such that each xwi(t) has its (p + i)th zero at t = T. 
Proof. Extend the definition of a(t, x) to the set 0 < t < co, all x, by 
defining 
a(& x) = 47 4, t > T. 
Let q,,(t) represent the solution referred to above extended to [0, 00). It will 
be shown that 
(*) For sufficiently large w, &(t) has at least one zero after t = 0. Also, 
if tl(w) is the first such zero, then 
lim tl(w) = 0 w+m 
lim xW(tl(w)) = - 00. 
w-tm 
(4.4a) 
(4.4b) 
Proof of (*). Let N > 0 and positive E < 1 be given and choose Ni so 
large that 
N,-1’2 < _f_. 
x (4.5) 
Then choose N, so that N, 2 N and, if g&v) is as in Lemma 4, 
gd%) > Nl. (4.6) 
Finally choose w > 2N2 so that with g&v) also as in Lemma 4, 
(4.7) 
Assume for the moment that 0 < 7 < 712, SO that, by (4.2a) and the 
definition of xw(t), w = x,(O) > 0, &,(O) < 0. 
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Then 
i&(t) = - a(t, x,) x, 
G - g1c%) &I 
< - Nlxw 
so long as xW(t) > w/2. 
At this point the following lemma is used: 
(4.8) 
LEMMA 6. Suppose a(t) and b(t) are continuous functions over som interval 
[tl , tz] and a(t) > b(t) there. Ifx(t) mdy(t) satisfy 
f + u(t) x = 0 (4.9a) 
jj + b(t) y = 0 (4.9b) 
in this interval, and if 
41) = Y(h) 2 0 (4.10a) 
w G NJ (4.1Ob) 
then x(t) <y(t) in the interval [tl , tz] so long as x(t) is nonnegative. If the 
inequalities in (4.10) are reversed, then x(t) >, y(t) so long as x(t) is nonpositive. 
Proof. The case x(t,) 2 0 is considered. If, for some I E (tl, ta), 
4~) = y(r), *(y) 23(r), th en multiplying (4.9a) by y(t) and (4.9b) by x(t), 
subtracting one from the other, and integrating from t, to Y  gives 
I :I (Zy - jx) + (u(t) - b(t)) xy dt = 0. 
It may be assumed that Y  is chosen so that x(t) <y(t) for t, < t < Y, SO it 
follows that 
This, with the assumptions on Y, contradicts (4.10). 
Continuing with the proof of (*), condition (4.2a) shows that r,(O) < 0 
if w > 0, so Lemma 6 and (4.8) imply that 
x&t) < w cos (N;‘%) 
as long as x,(t) > w/2. Therefore, if t, is the first point at which xw(t) = w/2, 
then (4.5) shows that ta < E. 
Define the functions G,(x) and G&z) by 
G(x) = Iw sg,(s) 4 i= 1,2. 
a! 
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So long as x, 3 0, 
(4.11) 
Multiplying through by x, gives 
(4.12) 
as long as x, > 0 and x, < 0. Integrating the second inequality between 
t = 0 and t = t, yields 
+ 3;“&J2 3 G(x&,N 
or 
n,(t,) < - N;%u/~~‘~ 
since gr(x) (and ga(x)) is monotonically increasing for x > 0. 
Furthermore, if t, is the first zero of xw(t) after t = 0, then 
*,(t) < - (+)l” w for t, < t < t, . (4.13) 
Since the change in xw(t) between t, and t, is w/2, (4.5) shows that 
t, - t, < E. 
Integrating the first inequality of (4.12) between t = 0 and t = t, proves 
that 
4&2) 3 - k2(w))“2 w* (4.14) 
It has been assumed that 0 < 7 < 7r/2. If, however, r) is in the interval 
[7r/2, rr), set t, A 0. Then (4.13) (with t = t2) still holds. This follows from 
(4.6) and the definition of x,(t) in this case. It is also true in either case that 
G&J G 0. 
Suppose that xw(t2) > - N, . Let t, be the first point after t = 0 for which 
X,&j = - N2, if such a point exists. So long as 0 > xw(t) > - N, , 
+&o(t) < - g,W,) xw . It follows from (4.13) and Lemma 6 that as long as 
xw z - N2, 
1 
112 
w sin (g2(N2)l’a (t - t2)) 
- 4s) ~0s (gdNP2 (t - tsb 
Then (4.7) and (4.5) imply that t, does exist as defined and that t, - t, < c. 
Between t, and t4 , &,, > 0, so (4.14) shows that 
4004) 2 - k2(w>Y2 w. 
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Between t4 and t, = tl(w), f ,  = - a(t, x,) x, > - Nix, , SO as long as 
x, < -N,, 
xw(t) 2 - N, cos (N:‘2(t - t4)) - (q)lil w sin (Nt’2(t - tJ). (4.15) 
At this point the assumption that x,(t,) > - N, can be dropped, since if 
this is not the case (this is only possible when 7 > p/2), then (4.15) is valid 
for t > 0 at least to the point tl(w) where & = 0. (In this case, set t4 = 0.) 
It follows that t&(t) = 0 before the right side of (4.15) vanishes-i.e., 
before Ni12(t - t4) = V. Therefore, by (4.5), t, - t., < Q. It has been shown 
that no matter where in the interval [0, r) v lies, 
t1(w) < 4P and xw(W> < - N. 
This completes the proof of (*). 
By induction it may be proved that if&(w) is thejth zero of xU)(t) then 
lim ij(W) = 0. 
w+x (4.16) 
The extended definition of a(t, x) allows x,(t) to be extended to [0, co). 
Also, for any fixed w there is a j such that &(w) > T. In a neighborhood of a 
particular w the implicit equation 
X&j) = 0 
defines i;(w) continuously. (R&(W)) # 0) Therefore, by (4.16), T will be 
a zero-say the pth-of xwo(t) for some w,, . Also, all the (p + i)th zeros of 
xW,(t) exist, and for certain w,‘s, xW,(t) will have its (p + i)th zero at T, com- 
pleting the proof of Lemma 5. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 4, let yw(t) be the solution to (4.lb) 
defined by xW(t) and the boundary condition (4.2b). Then for any nonnegative 
integer j, yu),(t) approaches plus or minus infinity, in either finite or infinite 
time. If yw(t) goes to plus infinity, then yW,+, goes to minus infinity. As in 
Lemma 1, the sets 
and 
s+ = {w/w E (w* , wj+J, h(t) goes to + ml 
S- = (W/WE (Wj 9 wj+A h(t) goes to - a) 
are nonempty sets. Therefore for some Cj E (wi , w~+J 
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I f  c # 0, then Lemma 1 with b(t, rzj(t)) in place of B(t) shows that 
s 
co 
tb(t, y,,(t)) at < w. 
T  I 
However, this, with (4.3b), leads to a contradiction of (4.3~). Therefore c = 0 
and the theorem is proved. 
5. NONLINEAR EQUATIONS-BOUNDED COEFFICIENTS 
Problem Three has, in general, no solution if the coefficient a(t, x) of 
Eq. (4.1) is bounded. In this case another parameter is needed. The problem 
to be presented in this chapter includes this case and also allows the first 
equation to have a singularity at the origin. The methods used in this chapter 
are adaptations of some suggested by Forsythe and Wasow [3] and Wagner [4j. 
PROBLEM FOUR. Let T > 0 be given. Also, let a(t, x) be defined and 
continuous for 0 < t < T, all x, and let b(t, x) have these properties for 
T < t < 00, all x. Let f (t, x) be a continuous function oft and x for 0 < t < T, 
all x, with f(t, x) # 0 f or x # 0, xf(t, x) > 0. Find a real number h and non- 
trivial functions 4(t), t(t) solving for a given r, 0 < r < 1, 
$ wqt)) + a(& 4 Je = Af(t, 4, O<t<T (5.la) 
f  - b(t, x) x = 0, T<t<w (5.lb) 
respectively, and satisfying for given 9 and p > 0 
e+(o) - k$l t’+(t) = 0 (5.2a) 
4(T) = W) rb(T) = Pi(T) (5.2b) 
$fr 5(t) = 0. (5.2~) 
THEOREM 5. The conditions lI > 0 and 
Ixa(t,4I<clf(t,x)I forsome c#O, O<t<T (5.3) 
Either B > 0 orf(t, x) bounded awayfrom zerofor large I x 1 
unifmmly wer some subset of [0, r] of positive measure. (5.4) 
m d 
ss 
sb(t, s) ds dt = w, all d#O (5.5) 
T  0 
me su$lcient for Pmblem Ftir to have a solution. 
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Proof. Let S denote the set of all pairs of functions (x(t), r(t)) for which 
x(t) is absolutely continuous over [0, T] andy(t) is absolutely continuous over 
every finite interval [T, N], and such that 
I 
T  
m(t)2 dt < 03 
0 I 
m  
j(t)” dt < co (5.6) 
T  
I 
co 
Nt, r(t)) dt < ~0 where 
T  
and 
4’7 = Y(T). 
Also, define A(t, x) by 
A(& x) = $’ sa(t, s) ds. 
0 
Then for (x, y) = (x(t), y(t)) E S, define the functional 1(x, y) by 
(5.7) 
1(x(t), y(t)) = ‘T + IT [T - A(t, x(t))] dt 
0 
+ pT’ j; [q + B(t, y(t))] dt. 
Let w(t) and T2(t) be absolutely continuous on [0, T] with derivatives in 
L2(0, T) and let v2(T) = 0. Further, let p(t) be absolutely continuous on 
every finite interval [T, N], be equal to w(T) at T, vanish for large t, and have 
a bounded derivative. If (x(t), y(t)) E S, then it is easy to see that 
W) + WlW + Earl,@), r(t) + w(t)) 
will be also, for any real numbers l 1 and l 2 . 
LEMMA 7. Let 
S1 = @).r(t)) / (x, Y) E S, ,: /:“‘f(t, s) ‘is dt = 11 . 
Suppose (x0 , yo) E S and 
4x0 9 Yo) = p&q% A- 
Then the function +(t) = x0(t) and t(t) = ye(t) solwe Problem Four with 
h = - po2 - xo2a(t,Gl dt + T'MT)x,,(T) 
- x0(O) lj+y tr*o(t) [/:xof(t, x0) dt]-I. 
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Proof. Let ad and p(t) be as above and pick qs(t) with the added restric- 
tion that 
s 
T  
o At)f(t, x0(9) dt f 0. 
Define the functions 
;+E1n1+c2’zf( t, s) ds] dt. 
Clearly aQ/&, and aQ/&, are continuous in a neighborhood of the origin, 
and 
=I s T  zzz a9 (o.o) wf(t, xo> dt 0 
aQ =T I s ac2 (o.o) d(t, xo)‘dt # 0. 0 
Therefore the equation 
Qh 3 ~2) = 1 
defines ~a as a C1 function of c1 near (0, 0), and 
I 
T  
- 
ac2 
kf(t, x0) dt 
a,, (o,o) = To 
. 
s 
712f(c xo> dt 
0 
The partial derivative aP/acl exists at the origin, as is seen by considering 
the various integrals involved separately: 
9 [tr(3io + b7j1)2 - mo2] dt = I 
T  
t’tioo7il dt. 
0 
Letting 
it is clear that ag/ae, exists and equals v&) x,(t) a(t, x0(t)) at l I = 0. There- 
fore 
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exists and equals 
I 
T 
~lxoa(t, x0) dt at Q = 0. 
0 
s 
m 
8 [(j, + E&)~ - jo2] dt = T /$jodt. 
Finally, if p(t) = 0 for t > N, then 
,; W, yo + 4 dt = j-” W, yo + w) dt + jm BP, ~0) dt 
T N 
so 
a m 
Z-T 
1 B(t, yo + w) dt = j-m PYO& YO) dt 
T  
at the origin. 
Similarly, W/fk2 exists at the origin. Since Pr(~r) = P(E, , Ed) has a 
minimum at or = 0, 
ap 
acl 
ap aQl% = o ---- 
ac2 aw, 
at El = E2 = 0. 
That is, 
where 
exe(O) ~(0) + IT Woo - do4, x01 - hoI1 dt 
0 
+ PT’ Irn VP + wob(t, roll dt = 0 
T 
(5.8) 
A=- 1 I’ [7j@o - wo&, xt,)] dj 1 j-‘vJ(t, x,,) dt 1-l. (5.9) 
0 0 
Keeping v2 fixed, (5.8) holds for all pairs of functions w(t) and p(t) which 
are absolutely continuous on [0, T] and [T, co), respectively, with 
7jr E L,(O, T), p(t) bounded, and which satisfy Q(T) = p(T), p(t) = 0 for 
large t. 
Assume for the moment that tT3io(t) and j,(t) have continuous derivatives 
on [0, T] and [T, co), respectively. Integrating (5.8) by parts gives 
w(O) PO(O) - 77: t”~oWl + n(T) *o(T) T’ 
+ 1: rll [ - ; Fo) - xodt, xo) + W> xo,] dt 
+ PYo(T) CL(T) T7 
+ T’P j-1 A-30 + Yo&,Yo)l dt = 0. (5.10) 
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If it is required that p(t) - 0 for r > 7’, it follows that x,(t) satisfies the dif- 
ferential equation (5.la) and that &x,,(O) - lim,,, tr3i.,(t) :- 0. On the other 
hand, if it is required that v,(r) = 0, ~(7’) 0, then it is seen that y,,(t) is a 
solution to (5.Ib). Then (5.10) for nonzero ~~(1’) .=: p(T) shows that 
.to( T) :-- p9,( T). 
Note that (5.9) is valid for a;y absolutely continuous ~a with L,(O, T) 
derivative for which Q( 2’) -=O, sn ~(t)f(t, .x&t)) dt f 0. Still assuming that 
t’jfb(t) is continuously differentiable, it follows from the above that, in fact, 
for each such I which vanishes at zero 
x = 1 j: T2 [$ (trio) + xoa(t, xo)] df11 jrqzf(t, xo) df 1-l. 
It follows that 
and integrating by parts gives the expression in the statement of the lemma. 
Now it must be shown that t’~+~(t) and y,(t) have continuous derivatives. 
Again referring to (5.8), consideration of the set of pairs vi(t) and p(t) for 
which p(r) is identically zero, ~(0) = 7i(T) = 0, shows that 
c 
T 
i 
T 
f’jfb?jldf = %[“oQ(t, x0) - M4 x0)1 dt ‘0 0 
for all am which vanish at 0 and T and which have derivatives in L,(O, I’). 
A well known lemma proves that trko(t) must coincide almost everywhere 
with a function F(t) which has the continuous derivative 
Since x,(r) is absolutely continuous, P.+~ must have the desired derivative. 
Similarly, it follows from (5.8) that ye(t) has a continuous second deriv- 
ative. 
To complete the proof of Lemma 7 it must be shown that lim,,, ye(t) = 0. 
It is clear that ye(t) cannot change sign, for if it does, then the function 
uo*w = YOW if sign YEW = sign Ye 
= 0 if sign YOW f sign YO(T) 
will be such that (x0, yo*) E S’ and Z(x, , yo*) < 1(x0, yo). 
Since y. = - b(t, yo)yo , ye(t) must be concave away from the t axis. 
Therefore either ye(t) is bounded away from zero or lim,,,y,(t) is zero. 
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(Ifys(tJ = 0 for some t, , then y,,(t) = 0 for t > t, .) If ys(t) is bounded away 
from zero, let d be a positive lower bound for y0 . Then 
/; W, YOW dt = l; /;‘“’ sb(t, s) dsdt > j-- 1” sb(t, s) ds dt. 
T  0 
By (5.5), however, this last expression is not finite, contradicting (5.6) if 
(x,, , y,,) E S. Therefore lim,,, y,(t) = 0. 
proofoj 7Yzeorem 5. It remains to show the existence of a pair (x0 , yo) E S 
which minimizes 1(x, y) over S. 
From (5.3) and the positiveness of a(t, x), if (x, y) E S then 
0 < A(t, x) = I; sa(t, s) ds < c j-;f(t, s) ds 
so 
s 
T  
A(t, x(t)) dt < c. 
0 
(5.11) 
The other terms of 1(x, y) are nonnegative so I@, y) is bounded below in 
S. Let {(xn , m)) b e a sequence of pairs in 6 such that 
Choose Ni so large that I(xm , y,,J < R + 1 for m > Ni . Then for such m, 
I 
T  
trk,,,2dt < R + 1 + c = MI 
0 
(5.12) 
If B > 0 then 
s 
co 
j,2dt < MI, 
T  
Ixm(0)I <F. 
The following lemma is now used: 
LEMMA 8. Let (x+.,(t)) be a sequetze of functions absolutely continuous on a 
closed interval [a, b] such that either the x,,(a) are unifwmly bounded or, for 
some positivefunction h(t, X) with lim,, h(t, x) = 00 uniformly on some subset of 
[u, b] ,of positive measwe, 
I 
b 
W, x,(t)) dt < I, all n. 
(L 
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In addition, assume that for some A? and all n, 
b 
a (t - a)V &(t)” dt < A?l. (5.15) 
Then some subsequence {x, (t)) converges uniformly on [a, b] to an absolutely 
continuous function x,,(t) whi;h satisfies (5.15) for n = 0. 
Proof. It will be shown that for some N, 
s b a I *n(t) I dt < N, n = 1, 2, **a (5.16) 
and that for any E > 0 there exists a S such that if E is any measurable subset 
of [a, b] with m(E) = measure of E less than 6, then 
I I -k(t) I dt d E, n = 1,2, ***. (5.17) E 
These results with the conditions on x,(a) or r h(t, x,J dt imply the uniform 
boundedness of the x,(t). Then (5.16) and (5.f7) imply the existence of the 
desired subsequence and function x,(t). 
Both (5.16) and (5.17) follow from the Schwarz inequality, since if E is a 
measurable subset of [a, b]. then 
J‘, I %(t) I dt d ( j, (t - a)’ %‘dt)“’ (1, & 7)“’ 
~ dB ( j:‘“‘“’ dt r)1’2 
(t - 4 
~ &=pJE)(l-~~‘2 
-. 
d/(1 -7) 
Conditions (5.4), (5.12), and (5.14) show that {x,(t)} satisfies the conditions 
of Lemma 8, with h(t, X) = srf(t, s) ds. Thus, some subsequence {x,&t)} 
converges uniformly on [0, T] to a function x,,(t) with trj23io(t) in L,(O, 7’). 
Also, the yn( T) are uniformly bounded, so some subsequence of {y%,(t)} con- 
verges uniformly on finite intervals to a function yO(t) with derivative in 
L,( T, co). This follows by applying Lemma 8 to {m,(t)} on any finite interval 
[T, NJ 
Further 
s 
02 
j,,2dt. 
T 
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In fact, (x,, , y,,) E S and 
Therefore Lemma 7 can be applied to show that (x0 , y,,) solves Problem 
Four. 
APPENDIX 
It was stated in Section 2 that the conditions a(t, x) > 0 if x # 0, a(& x) con- 
tinuous for 0 < t < T, all x, are not sufficient to insure that every solution 
to f + a(t, x) x = 0 can be extended to [0, T]. In this section there is con- 
structed a function u(t), continuous and positive for 0 < t < 00, such that at 
least one solution at t = 0 to 
f + u(t) x2x = 0 (4 
has finite escape time. Lemma 3 shows that if u(t) is Lips&& continuous 
or monotone in some interval to the left of every positive point, then any 
solution defined at zero to (A.l) can be extended to [0, co). 
Let t 1.0; t1.1; t1*2; t1.3; t2.0; ... and the function x(t) be defined recursively 
as follows: 
t - 0, 1.0 - x(0) = 1, x(0) = 0. 
Assume that t,,,; *.‘; t,,o have been defined and that x(t) has been defined 
for 0 < t < tnso . Assume also that k(t,,o) = 0. Let M,, = 1 x(&,~) 1. Pick 
TV,, and h, so that trn < M,, and h, > 0 and 
i 
‘, 4s3ds 
An 
I 
M78 2-L 
4s3ds nfl 
0 
Let y(t) be the solution to 
1Wfn - I Y I) 
‘=-’ ‘+(n+5)(Mn~-&’ [ 1 
such that 
Y&ho) = x(tn,o); 3ik.o) = %z,o)- 
Let tnel be the first point after tneo at which f y(t) ) = pn , and set x(t) = y(t) 
for Lo < t < tn.1 . Now continue x(t) in a similar fashion so that it satisfies 
i?3--4 1+- 
[ 
5 x9 
n-b5 1 
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up to the first point after tn,I for which 1 x(t) / = h, . Let tn,2 be this point. 
x(t) and 2(t) are to be continuous at tn,l . 
Next consider the solution z(t) to 
[ 
5lZ ,+j=--4 1+--- 
b(n + 5) 
5(X-l~l) $ 
b(n + 6) 1 
eL2) = 4t?LA 4a.2) = GL.2). 
Let tn,3 be the first point after tn,a for which z(t) = 0, and set x(t) = z(t) 
for La < t < L3 . 
Finally, continue x(t) by the equation 
g=--41- 
[ (n :6) x3 I 
to the next point at which d(t) = 0, and let tn+l,o be this point. Again, of 
course, x(t) and n(t) are to be continuous at tn,3. 
It will be shown below that lim,, tn,o = T < co. Assuming ‘this to be 
true, x(t) has been defmed for 0 Q t < T. Define a(t) by 
40 -=1+ w4 - 144 I> -~ 
4 @ + 5)(M, - pn) n: 5' tn.o G t G tn.l 
=1+&y 
= 1, t > T. 
Then u(t) is continuous for 0 < t < co and 
f  = - u(t) x3. 
Since T < co, x(t) has finite escape time. 
There remains to show that Ii-, tnso < co. Let p,, = 1 ct(t,,,) 1. Then 
PL-I -= 2 s *"4 ( 1 
0 
-‘-)S%f.s 
n+5 
A2 -, > 
2 
I @"4 ( 1 
48 
+L 1 s3ds. 
n+5 
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Therefore 
and it follows easily that for some fixed K > 0 
pa2 2 Kp,Zng if n > 10. (44.2) 
so 
Mn+l > Lng14 (A-3) 
for some fixed L > 0 and sufficiently large n. 
An estimate will now be obtained for tn,3 - tn-l,3 for large 7t. 
Let Y, be the first point after t,+l,3 for which 1 x(t) ) = Mtj2. Then 
1 &b-n) 1 = (2 5 (Mn4 - M,a))li2. (A.41 
By (A.3), lim,,, M, = 00 so 1 *(Y,J 1 > M,,2 for sufficiently large ft. 
Between tndls3 and Y,, , 1 )(t) 1 is decreasing, so 1 n(t) 1 > Ma2 in this inter- 
val. x(t) changes by M:’ in this interval, so 
for some Kl and sufficiently large n. 
Next, let b, be the first point after Y, for which 1 x(t) I = M,/2. Between 
r,, ami b, , 
so (A.4) and Lemma 6 imply that 
1 x(t) 1 2 M:‘a cos 2 
[( & &)I” 0 - yn,] 
M,3/2 
+ 2[n/n + 511’2 sin 2 II 
--?f- M,)1” (t - Y*)] 
n+5 
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at least up to b, . For sufficiently large n, this shows that 1 x(t) j = M,,/2 
before 
so that b, - Y, < M;’ for large n. 
Between b, and tnso, 
Also 
Again using Lemma 6 
I x(t) I < p cos [Mm (+)l” 0 - b,)] 
+M~(~)l”sin[M~(&,““(t -&)I. 
Therefore ( x(t) 1 = M, before M,Jn/(n -k 5)]l” = n/2, so 
for some constant I& and sufficiently large n. 
Continuing in this fashion, let d, be the next point after t,,o for which 
1 x(t) 1 = M, - Mt/‘. For tn,o < t < d, , 
/fl>4& (Mn - M;‘2)2 ) x 1 > M,2 1 x I 
for large 12. k(tn,o) = 0, so 
I w I 
in this interval. Therefore d, 
large n. 
Also 
< M, ~0s M& - h,.,) 
- tn,o < KS/M, for some KS and sufficiently 
f(d,J2 > Mn 
-, 2 s 
nsvs 
-4n+5 M,,--t/ M, 
> Mn3 /----- 2 
for large n. 
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Since 1 x(t) / increases between d, and tn,3 , 1 R(t) / > Mz’2 in this region. 
so 
t n.3 - d < 41I-l’~ < -!- .-!- n\ 12 'L1/2n913 
for large 71. 
Combining the above results, it follows that for some constant P, 
t n-3 
if n is sufficiently large. Therefore Cz=I (tnp3 - tn-l,3) converges, which 
implies that 
k+? tn,o = T < 00 
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